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Department of Teaching, Learning, and Teacher Education 
Kit and Dick Schmoker Reading Center Director 
 
Title: 
Formative Assessment as Action Research for Improving Student Learning 
 
Abstract: 
Assessment as inquiry is a cyclical problem-solving stance that can be applied to instructional 
decision-making in any classroom. This presentation will provide the DBER attendees with a framework 
for using formative assessments to inform their ongoing instructional choices. I will define formative 
assessment and briefly discuss some mechanisms for data collection. I will provide six design features to 
keep in mind when creating formative assessments and analyzing the data gleaned from them. Finally, I 
will discuss work in which I am engaged that involves the integration of inquiry-based formative 
assessment in K-12 instruction to meet the Common Core State Standards for English Language Arts and 











































































































































































































Kinder Gr 1 Gr 2 Gr 3 Gr 4 Gr 5
*   *   *   *   * *






Kinder: 1‐2 wk Units Gr 5: 2‐4 wk Units
Connect‐
Organize
Read‐
Research‐
Compose
Present 
Project
Connect‐
Organize
Read‐
Research‐
Write
Present 
Project
Unit Level  Lesson Level 
Writing Process Discourse Activities
Draft & Develop Discussion
Polish & Present Questioning
Optional Interim assessment  
system —
no stakes
Summative assessment 
for accountability
Last 12 weeks of year**
DIGITAL LIBRARY of formative tools, processes and exemplars; released items and tasks; model curriculum units; 
educator training; professional development tools and resources; scorer training modules; and teacher collaboration 
tools.
Scope, sequence, number, and timing of interim 
assessments locally determined
PERFORMANCE TASKS
•ELA / Literacy
• Math
Re‐take option available
* Summative and interim assessments for grades 3 – 8 and 11, with additional supporting assessments for grades 9 and 10.
** Time windows may be adjusted based on results from the research agenda and final implementation decisions.
English Language Arts/Literacy and Mathematics, Grades 3 – 8 and High School*
Computer Adaptive 
Assessment and 
Performance Tasks
INTERIM ASSESSMENT
Computer Adaptive 
Assessment and 
Performance Tasks
INTERIM ASSESSMENT
COMPUTER 
ADAPTIVE 
ASSESSMENT
ELA/Literacy & 
Math
Comprehensive Assessment System
Smarter Balanced Assessment System 
Digital Library
What	is	needed	next?
• Learning Progressions for literacy fundamentals 
and the content in the academic disciplines 
• Instructional programs and materials to support 
Progressions
• Formative assessments to monitor learning and 
guide instructional choices
• Comprehensive, continuing, and visionary  
Professional Development Programs
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